4014 LYNX MID GTX® RR BOA
KEY FEATURES:

The camouflage-colored 4014 Lynx Mid GTX® RR BOA features two
principle upgrades over the 1014 Lynx Mid GTX® for easier and more
durable wear during early-season archery hunts. First is the protective
rubber toe rand. Second, is the BOA lacing system for easy on-off and
improved fit. The 4014 Lynx Mid GTX® BOA is excellent for early-season
backcountry bowhunting where a mid-high, protective, and non-insulated
boot is required.

MADE IN

ITALY
This item has been hand crafted in ITALY by our expert workers to ensure a product of high quality and value.

UPPER

HYDROBLOC® NUBUCK LEATHER
Our nubuck leathers are from premium grade hide and receive the special Hydrobloc® treatment during tanning to ensure maximum water
resistance.

LEATHER THICKNESS 2.4 / 2.6 mm -Leather thickness
HARDWARE

H.R.T. "HIGH RESISTANCE TREATMENT"
All our hardware is designed to allow a smooth passage of the laces. D-rings and hooks receive the high resistance treatment to ensure maximum
resistance to corrosion.

LINING

GORE-TEX® - PERFORMANCE COMFORT
An extremely waterproof and breathable micro porous membrane which can be used to make a lining in outdoor footwear. Its structural
characteristics allow moisture from the foot to pass through but keep water out.
GORE-TEX® - PERFORMANCE COMFORT is ideal or a wide range of conditions and outdoor activities.

FOOTBED

Z-COMFORT FIT
Anatomically shaped removable footbed. It has a quick drying top hygienic polyester fabric layer, to wick away moisture and dry quickly, a latex foam
and a bottom cushioning layer in expanded close cell PE. Good overall comfort and cushioning.

PADDING

Z.A.S. "ZAMBERLAN AIR SYSTEM"
Zamberlan special construction and design method and choice of components to optimize the comfort and the boot breathability, thanks to a special
padding foam. Boots crafted accordingly are extremely light weight and extremely more breathable!

INSOLE/SHANK

ZAMBERLAN Z-FLEX GT
Zamberlan® Flex GT is our carefully graded polypropylene midsole specially designed and manufactured for GORE-TEX® lined boots. It offers good
support while allowing good, tuned flex for natural movement of foot and a consistent flex pattern across all sizes.

TOE AND HEEL

THERMOPLASTIC
The toe puff and heel counter are made from an extruded thermoplastic material which is pre-shaped on special machine. They provide excellent
protection for the foot and help maintain a good shape in boot even after extended use.

SOLE PACKAGE

ZAMBERLAN® VIBRAM® 3D
This sole from Zamberlan has been expressly developed for the backpacking and hiking use. Resulted by a combined projected Zamberlan Vibram it features high technology concepts and innovative ideas.
Based on a fine combination of three components to offer the best in functionality and performance. It features an aggressive Vibram special rubber
outer sole with deep lugs specifically designed and positioned to grant long-wearing traction, stability and grip, with wide grooves for a good
self- cleaning action; a low density PU midsole that will provides a lot of cushioning and comfort in extended use, and a TPU stabilizer to ensure the
maximum stability and limitation of pronation and supination.

CONSTRUCTION

GTX BOOTEE
The GORE-TEX® membrane is thermo-sealed sealed into a bootee that is then fixed to the boot upper. When the boot is lasted, the bootee is fixed
to the midsole with a small quantity of glue.

WEIGHT (GRAMS)

760 (Half pair size Euro 42 or US 8 Mens - size Euro 39 or US 7 Wms)

SIZES

US 8 - 12 (incl. half sizes), 13

CARE

HYDROBLOC® PROOFING CONDITIONER
We recommend regular treatment of the boots with the Hydrobloc® Proofing Water-Base Conditioner, to maintain and enhance the performance of
nubuck, split and rough out leathers and of any other fabrics or textile material of the boots.

FIT

Z.W.L. - Zamberlan® Wide Last
The Wide Last grants boots with a wider fit, ideal for those who have a wide ball and an extended overall volume. It features round toe, higher instep
as well as a wider heel lock area and a roomier toe area to wriggle toes.
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